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ABSTRACT

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been considered as the future
lighting and display system and rapidly growing since 1987. It has been already used
in many commercial applications such as OLED televisions, cell phone displays, and
lighting systems. The OLED has higher luminous efficiency and extremely thinner
layer compare to any other lighting devices, also it has flexibility and self-emission.
However, there are still some drawbacks for the device performances such as lifetime
especially on blue organic films, cost of manufacturing process, and moisture that we
need to work on before wide-scale commercialization like LCD or LED.
This thesis has focused on developing a charge distribution such as deriving
empirical equations in multi-emissive layer OLED, improving external quantum
efficiency (EQE) and lowering roll-off. Key results are summarized as follows:
(1) We seek to establish a quantitative method to estimate the holes and electrons
ratio in the recombination zones. The result shows a trend in the charge
recombination ratio depending on the hole and electron transport layer
(HTL/ETL) thickness. We obtained an empirical relationship between
electron/hole transport layer thicknesses and emission ratio in emissive layer
(EML). In addition, the electroluminescence (EL) spectra were analyzed by
fitting a Gaussian distribution for the two emissive layers to calculate the
intensity ratio of the energy transitions. The arrival time of hole and electrons
from each electrode was determined using the thickness and mobility of NPB
as hole transport layer and TPBi as electron transport layer. From these initial
iii

results, we derived an empirical mechanism to meet with an exponential
relationship that can allow us to design custom- made OLEDs.
(2) We fabricated White OLEDs in which the emissive layers are chemically
doped with blue and red fluorescent dopants of BUBD-1 and DCJTB. This
work continues by estimating of emission ratio between red and blue emissive
layers by changing the thicknesses of HTL and ETL. The recombination of
charge carriers was first identified the location and then we derived an
empirical equation for peak intensity ratio of EL spectra with respect to
thickness of the HTL/ETL to determine how recombination zone depends on
the HTL and ETL thickness. The EL spectra of WOLEDs were fitted with a
Gaussian distribution for the two emissive layers using host-dopant system
and intensity ratio of blue and red emission peak is 61:39 when thickness of
HTL and ETL are 80nm and 20nm, respectively. Also, this intensity ratio of
blue and red emission peak (61:39) has the CIE color coordinates of (0.34,
0.40). We obtained a preliminary relationship between thickness of
electron/hole transport layer and ratio of two emission peaks.
(3) The improved external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reduced roll-off
properties of blue phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes (PHOLEDs),
were obtained with structure, ITO/NPB (40 nm)/TCTA (20 nm)/mCP:FIrpic
(7%)(30 nm)/TPBi (30 nm)/Liq (2 nm)/Al (80 nm) by incorporating a TCTA
inter-layer. We compared the properties of BCP and TPBi as the ETL with a
typical structure of HTL/ EML/ETL in OLEDs and utilized inter-layer in the
optimized structure to enhance EQE to 52% at 5.5 V, also stabilize the roll-off
of 63%. The use of inter-layer in blue PHOLEDs exhibits a current efficiency
iv

of 10.04 cd/A, an EQE of 6.20% at 5.5 V and the highest luminance of
10310 cd/m2 at 9.5 V.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background

In this chapter, the Introduction and background of OLED are briefly introduced.
The basic structure of OLED’s single and multiple materials are described. Also, the
mechanism of OLED is discussed as well.
1.1 Background of Organic Light-Emitting Diodes (OLEDs)

An Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) is a solid-state device which consists
of two or three thin layers of organic materials that, when sandwiched between
appropriate anode and cathode materials, create light with the application of electric
potential.
In 1953, the organic electroluminescence (EL) phenomenon was firstly
demonstrated by Bernanose et al.[1].The organic EL was investigated from molecular
single crystals by Pope et al with the first fabrication of a monolayer EL device in
1963[2]. Although it was unstable and required high operating voltage, this study
remained a research innovation. More than two decades later the remarkable work of
Tang and Van Slyke demonstrated the fabrication of a double organic layer
heterostructure in 1987[3]. It improved both efficiency and operating voltage of the
device. In the following year, Adachi et al. developed three-layer structure OLED
that had a yellow EL emission with higher performance and better efficiency[4].
Shortly afterwards Burroughes et al. proposed the capability of conjugated polymers
for the fabrication of efficient OLEDs[5].
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Since that time OLEDs has thrived theoretically in researches and commercially
and began to produce numerous applications in the development of flat panel displays
and flexible screens. These applications are already commercialized in digital
cameras, smart phones, lighting system and OLED TVs [6,7].
The reason why OLED displays are so attractive is that it has many superior
advantages compared with LCDs, such as an intrinsically wide viewing angle, high
color contrast, ultra thin solid-state device (less than ~400nm) that is very light
weight with a fast response for video rendering (~100ns)[8], portable, flexible, and
high power efficiencies throughout the entire visible spectrum[9].
1.2 Structure of OLED
The basic structure of OLED is composed of a substrate, an anode which
generally uses indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated on the substrate, organic layers, and a
metal cathode. The substrate for OLED consists of glass, foil or clear plastic. There
are fundamentally three layers of organic thin films made of organic molecules or
polymers, called hole transporting layer (HTL), emissive layer (EML) and electron
transporting layer (ETL). The HTL facilitates holes injection from the anode, while
ETL assists the injection of electrons from the cathode. The transferred holes and
electrons are recombining at the EML where light emits. The EML is sandwiched
between the HTL and ETL as shown in Figure 1.1. In addition, buffer layers can also
be placed between interfaces of layers with different work functions, it could be used
to block the leakage of holes or electrons, lower the driving voltage [10,11].
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Figure 1.1 Basic structure of bottom-emitting OLED

1.3 Electroluminescence of OLED
The device mechanism of emitting light process of electrons and holes is shown
in Figure 1.2. When a direct current (DC) bias is applied to the ITO anode and the
metal cathode, holes and electrons are injected from ITO anode into HTL and metal
cathode into ETL, respectively. The injected holes to the HTL and electrons to the
ETL are transported to EML. Normally the EML(s) between HTL and ETL consist(s)
of a host material doped with a dopant, which results in a color of emission and
efficiency improvement [12]. After holes and electrons arrived at EML electron –
hole pairs form of excitons. These excitons can radiatively decay, as in
photoluminescence, to emit light through the anode. The color of the photon depends
on the energy differences between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).
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Figure 1.2 Mechanism of light emission OLED

1.4 Properties and Commercialized applications of OLEDs
Previously, we briefly discussed the advantages of OLEDs. In this part, we
will demonstrate characteristics and commercial applications of OLEDs. So far,
the liquid crystal display (LCD) is the leading display in small devices and also
popular in large-screen TVs and computer monitors. Nowadays, we are in a
period of transition between LCD and OLED.
OLEDs have various advantages over both LCDs and LEDs. The main
difference between OLED and LCD, LED is that OLEDs do not require
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backlighting system. LCDs work by selectively blocking areas of the backlight to
make the images that you see, while OLEDs generate light themselves (See in
Figure 1.3). Therefore, OLEDs consume much less power than LCDs and it
influences for battery-operated devices such as smart phones.

Figure 1.3 Comparison of Conventional LCD and OLED display [13]

For brightness, OLEDs are brighter than LCD or LED due to the organic layers of an
OLED are much thinner than the corresponding inorganic crystal layers of an LED
and LCD requires glass for support as a substrate, and glass absorbs some light. For
viewing angles, OLEDs have large fields of view due to the self-emitting light, about
170 degrees. On the other hand, LCDs work by attempting to block light and it has an
inherent viewing obstacle from certain angles. OLED can be fabricated onto a plastic
5

substrate that are thinner, lighter and more flexible than the crystalline layers in LCDs
or LEDs as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Flexible White OLED lighting system [14]
One of the important factors in ability of display is to produce deep and dark black
level that achieve excellent picture quality especially on TVs. Deeper blacks allow for
richer color and higher contrast for more realistic and vivid images. LED TVs depend
on LED backlights shining behind an LCD panel and even with advanced dimming
technology, LED TVs struggle to produce dark blacks and also suffer from light
leaking out from the edges. However, OLED TVs have no struggle from those issues.
In addition, OLEDs are capable of covering a wider gamut of color space than LED
or LCD. It means OLEDs can reproduce finer shades of more colors within the
visible color spectrum [13]. Also, OLEDs currently offers the fastest response time of
any display technology in use today. The OLED panels are extremely thinner and
lighter than LED and LCD as shown in Figure 1.5. The OLEDs also require less
power and more efficient.
6

Figure 1.5 Comparison of LED and OLED thickness [13]

The OLEDs seem to be the perfect technology for all types of displays.
However, it also has some drawbacks such as lifespan, price, and moisture. For
lifespan, the compound used to create the blue color in OLED is known to have
shorter lifespan than red and green color in OLED. Also, manufacturing processes are
relatively more expensive than LCD or LED. Organic materials can easily be
damaged by moisture intrusion into the displays. Therefore an improved sealing
process is necessary for OLED displays.
Since the development of OLEDs overcomes those major issues, it is widely
used in commercial products for display and lighting applications. A couple years ago,
both Samsung and LG Display finally started producing flexible AMOLED display
on plastic (polyimide) substrates. Both companies are now mass-producing such
displays, which are being used in mobile phones as shown in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6 Flexible OLEDs mobile phone – Galaxy S6 Edge by Samsung [15]

Apple and Huawei company produced wearable devices in OLED such as a smart
watch as shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7 Wearable devices; smart watches from Apple and Huawei (2015)[16,17]
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For lighting applications, several companies already offer OLED lighting panels –
including Philips (Figure1.8), LG Chem, Osram, Konica Minolta, Novaled, and
others. Current production lines are still small, and costs are relatively high. However,
we can predict rapid advances in performance and price and grow drastically in a few
years.

Figure 1.8 A new Philips OLED lighting installation (left) a spiral chandelier
designed by Rogier van der Heide (right) [18]

OLED is a diffuse area lighting source with unique characteristics. While OLED
lighting is still in its beginning, many believe that flexible OLED lighting panels may
provide designers with a new lighting source that will create stunning designs as
shown in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9 Flexible OLED panels on a flexible plastic by LG Chem [19]

In 2010, OLED designs using transparent panels from Novaled as shown in Figure
1.10. The lamps will use OLEDs made on glass substrates that are transparent when
in the off state.

Figure 1.10 Ingo Maurer designed transparent OLED lamps by Novaled [20]
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The market trend of OLEDs is focus on other type of lighting applications
such as desk lamp (Figure 1.11), automobile interface, and taillight as shown in
Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.11 The World First OLED lamp uses lighting panel by OTI [21]

In Figure 1.11, the OLED lamp cost is relatively affordable at $239 and up to 1,000
lux at maximum brightness [21]. The automobile company ‘Audi’ unveiled a new
concept car uses an all-flexible OLED interface and OLED tail lights as shown in
Figure 1.12 [22].
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Figure 1.12 The Full Flexible OLED Interface (Top), A New Matrix OLED Tail
Light (Bottom) From Audi [22]

1.5 Scope of the research
The current research level of organic electronics has been intensively increased
and commercially flourished. Organic light-emitting device (OLED) technology has
founded numerous researches that meet the pledge of large-area displays, low-cost,
printable, customizable, and flexible screens. OLEDs have been commercialized in
mobile phones, TV displays, and are being actively pursued for solid-state lighting
applications. These applications depend on the transport of electric charges through
12

organic materials. Therefore, the charge carrier mobility is crucial i.e. how fast these
electric charges can move in organic materials, the charge carrier mobility can be
obtained the arrival time between the application of the voltage and the first
appearance of EL which marks the arrival of holes and electrons at the recombination
zone. To understand and optimize the organic electronic devices, it requires the
knowledge of the mobility of both holes and electrons in each organic material,
Charge distribution in OLED, fundamental physics of electric field and behavior of
organic electric charges in recombination zone.
In this research, the main aim is to study the transport process in OLED with
multi-recombination zones. There are three milestones to accomplish the aim; first,
locate recombination zone in OLED with a single emissive layer. This is to establish
the base line approach. Second, study holes and electrons transport characterizations
and mechanisms. Lastly, experimentally and theoretically quantify the charge
recombination ratio in OLED with multiple emission zones. This process helps to
establish a quantitative method in estimating the holes and electrons ratio of the
emission zones.
Furthermore, various materials are being used to ascertain relationship between
transport properties and charge distribution. Achieving these understanding would
allow us to design OLED with multiple emission layers such as WOLED.
In addition to this, we also investigated using an inter-layer to balance the hole
and electron in emissive layer. This method anticipates the enhanced device
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performance such as improving EQE and reducing roll-off properties of blue
PHOLEDs.
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Chapter 2 Theory
In this chapter, the energy transfer principle of OLED is defined by Förster
and Dexter transfer. To understand the basic OLED study, some fundamental features
of OLED are briefly described such as current density-voltage characteristics, power
efficiency, luminance and current efficiency, internal quantum efficiency (IQE), EQE,
and finally Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE), Color rendering index
(CRI). At the end of this chapter, Gaussian fitting of electroluminescent (EL) peak of
OLED is explained.

2.1 Energy transfer
In optimizing OLED performance, finding optimum doping concentration of
host-dopant emitting system is required [23]. When electricity applied, excited
electrons and holes pair are transferred to the highly emissive and stable dopant side.
Thus, the possibility of non-radiative decay is minimized and the operational stability
is improved [24]. The energy transfer could occur through the interaction between an
excitation of the donor, D*, and a ground state of acceptor, A, which turns into an
excited state as shown in (2-1).
D* + A → D + A*

(2-1)

Based on (2-1), the exciton formation in a dopant molecule could result from the
Förster transfer or Dexter transfer of an exciton formed in the host to the dopant
molecule [25]. Thus, there are two different mechanisms that can activate the energy
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transfer. Firstly, Förster energy transfer is facilitated by a Coulombic interaction
between the hole transport layer (HTL) or electron transport layer (ETL) bound
exciton. The second mechanism for energy transfer contains an electron-exchange
interaction, and is referred to as Dexter energy transfer [25].

2.1.1 Förster transfer
FRET (Förster or fluorescence resonance energy transfer) is a significantly
efficient process for transferring energy from HTL or ETL bound exciton to an
emissive layer (EML)[26] and it involves a dipole – dipole coupling of the transition
dipole moments for excited donor and acceptor in its ground state. As the excited
donor relaxes, its energy is transferred through a strong electrostatic force with the
molecules [27]. The advantage of this energy transfer process is that the strong dipole
–dipole-coupling mechanism to a dopant (acceptor) with efficient energy transfer
over a distance of up to 10nm [28]. In fluorescent emission FRET is the dominant
mechanism for energy transfer of singlet excitons and molecules [29]. The primary
conditions to allow FRET takes place [29], firstly the donor and acceptor molecules
must be in close proximity to one another (generally 10-100Å). Secondly, the
absorption spectrum of the acceptor must overlap the fluorescence emission spectrum
of the donor as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the FRET spectral overlap integral of the
donor and acceptor

Lastly, the donor and acceptor transition dipole orientations must be approximately
parallel [30,31]. The FRET efficiency (E) depends on the inverse sixth power law of
the distance between donor and acceptor (host and dopant) due to the dipole –dipolecoupling mechanism [32].

𝐸=

1
1+(

𝑟 6
)
𝑅0

(2-2)

R0 is the Förster radius is the distance between donor and acceptor (host and dopant)
in which the FRET efficiency is 50%. The magnitude of R0depends on the spectral
properties of the donor and acceptor dyes.
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𝑅0 = 9.78 × 103 (𝜂−4 ∗ 𝑓𝑑 ∗ 𝐾 2 ∗ 𝐽)1/6 Å

(2-3)

The Förster radius (R0) depends on the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor in the
refractive index of the solution (η), absence of acceptor (ƒd), the dipole orientation
factor (K2) (range 0 to 4; K2 = 2/3 because the characteristic distance for FRET, R0, is
proportional to (K2)1/6 so, in most cases, K2 is corresponding to the dynamic isotropic
limit) and the spectral overlap integral of the donor-acceptor pair (J) (Figure 2.1) and
is given by equation (2-3)[33,34].

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagrams for Förster energy transfer
The singlet – singlet Förster energy transfer (or dipole – dipole resonance energy
transfer) describes a non-radiation energy transfer mechanism between two molecules
as shown in Figure 2.2.
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2.1.2 Dexter transfer
As mentioned above, the Förster energy transfer process depends on the
oscillator strengths of D* to D and A to A* transitions to facilitate long energy transfer.
A substitutive process for energy transfer may also achieve energy via electron
exchanges mechanism [26]. This process is called Dexter energy transfer and is
shown schematically in Figure 2.3[33].

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagrams for Dexter energy transfer

This transfer mechanism can be visualized as electrons tunneling where one electron
moves from the excited donor at lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to the
acceptor at LUMO while an electron moves from the acceptor at highest occupied
molecular orbital to the donor at HOMO. When the distance between these two
molecules increases, the reaction rate constant of Dexter energy transfer decreases
rapidly[34].In fact, the distance of exchange mechanism is about 10 Å which is ten
times shorter than that of Förster energy transfer [35]. Thus, the exchange mechanism
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is also called the short-range multi-polar interactions. It should be noted that for
singlet – singlet energy transfer:

1

D* + 1A → 1D + 1A*

(2-4)

All types of interactions are involved, whereas triplet – triplet energy transfer:

3

D* + 1A → 1D + 3A*

(2-5)

is due to the orbital overlap. The exchange mechanism is based on the Wigner spin
conservation law and the singlet – singlet energy transfer can happen when the
Coulomb force goes through. However, the Coulomb force does not involve the
triplet – triplet energy transfer due to infringement of the Wigner spin conservation
law[26,33].

2.2 Features of OLED performance
In this part, describe the operating current density, voltage, power efficiency,
luminance, current efficiency, CIE and CRI. The parameters assessing the OLED
performance in this work are described in detail.

2.2.1 Current density – voltage (J-V)
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Current density and voltage are the basic measurement for OLED. This shows
whether the device is working properly and knowing the quality of the device. When
current flows through the device, its current or voltage response is recorded. The
current density is a measure of the density of flow of a conserved charge. Usually the
charge is the electric charge, in which case the associated current density is the
electric current per unit area of cross section. However, the term current density can
also be applied to other conserved quantities [36]. It is defined as a vector whose
magnitude is the current per cross sectional area. The current density has the unit of
milli-ampere per square centimeter (mA/cm2). The conductivity of the overall
materials constituting the OLED and the ability of carrier injection can be estimated
by observing the slope of the current density and voltage characteristics.

2.2.2 Power efficiency, luminance and current efficiency
A coherent and accurate standard technique for measuring OLED device
efficiencies becomes extremely important. The measured parameters of power
efficiency, luminance and current efficiency are useful values to compare the
characteristic of OLED with current density – voltage. Basically, the efficiency of an
OLED is the ratio of luminous power output to the electrical power input. The power
efficiency is a measure of lumen (lm), which is defined to quantify, measured
luminous intensity and has the unit of lumen per watt (lm/W). According to the
equation of power efficiency [35],

𝜂=

𝜋𝐿
𝑉𝐽

1 𝐿

𝛾

=𝜋 ( )≡ 𝜋
𝑉 𝐽
𝑉
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(2-6)

where η is the power efficiency and γ is the current efficiency of the device. The
luminance is a measure of the luminous intensity per unit area of light travelling in a
particular direction. Briefly summarizing it is the amount of light that passes through,
is emitted or reflected from a certain area, and falls within a given solid angle. It has
the unit of candela (cd) per square meter (cd/m2). Thus, the luminance is an indicator
of how bright the surface will show. The luminance is defined as [36],

𝐿=

𝑑Φ
𝑑𝐴∙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∙𝑑Ω

(2-7)

where L is the luminance (cd/m2), Φ is the luminous flux or luminous power, θ is the
angle between the surface normal and the specified direction, A is the area of the
surface, and Ω is the solid angle. The current efficiency (i.e. yield) is very significant
for devices evaluation and a measure of luminous flux per applied power. It has the
unit of candela (cd) per ampere (cd/A).

2.2.3 Internal and External quantum efficiency
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE or ηint) is a ratio of the total number of
photon density generated from the device to the number of electron - hole injected
[37] and is affected by loss mechanisms of electron – hole pairs. The IQE is defined
as

𝜂int = 𝛾 × 𝜂𝑅 × 𝜂𝐿
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(2-8)

where γ is the charge balance factor that measures of the balance between electron –
hole injection and of the ratio of the number of electron – hole pairs formed, ηR is the
ratio of radiative transition from the singlet excitons, and ηL shows the luminance
efficiency of the excitons [36].
Figure 2.4 represents the essential factors governing the internal and external
quantum efficiencies of devices. At first, a hole and an electron form as a pair into
exciton. There are two types of exciton form called singlet and triplet. The singlet
excitons are only radiative while the degeneracy through non-radiative process draws
to a loss of efficiency. From the spin degeneracy statistics, ηL is assumed to be 25%
or 0.25. This loss of efficiency can be traced from the intrinsic photoluminescence
(PL) yield of the organic materials. This is known as exciton quenching effect and is
due to the creation of non-radiative decay paths in solid state. It is represented by ηR
[36].
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of external quantum efficiency process in OLED

The external quantum efficiency (EQE or ηext) is the ratio of number of
photon density emitted by the device with respect to the number of electron – hole
injected [37]. The EQE is defined as

𝜂ext = 𝛾 × 𝜂𝑅 × 𝜂𝐿 × 𝜂𝑜𝑐

(2-9)

where ηoc is the light out – coupling efficiency [38]. When light is emitted from the
device, it travels in all directions due to each excited molecule can be considered as a
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point source. In a typical OLED device structure, only about 20% of the total light is
emitted in the forward direction [39,40]

2.2.4 CIE and CRI
A color display is another significant issue of concern in the development of
an adequate full color display in OLEDs. Generally the color system is represented by
International Commission on Illumination (CIE: In French is Commission
International de I’Eclairage) and color rendering index(CRI). The CIE is a standard
color space which based on the bare eye response on three specific wavelengths of
light in the RGB regions (λR = 700nm, λG = 546.1nm, and λB = 435.8 nm, respectively)
and each color can be described by the three XYZ values that coordinates in the CIE
1931 chromaticity diagram as seen in Figure 2.5[41,42]. The tristimulus values XYZ
(X+Y+Z=1) are useful for designating a color. However, the results are commonly
non-visualized. Therefore the color space (x,y,Y) is a specified scheme for depicting
the color of light. Here, x and y are chromaticity coordinates calculated from the
tristimulus values XYZ as shown in equation (2-10) and Y is the intensity of light
that is identical as the tristimulus value Y [43].

x=

X
X+Y+Z

y=
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Y
X+Y+Z

(2-10)

Figure 2.5 CIE chromaticity diagram[43]

As shown in Figure 2.5, the pure white color is at the coordinates values of (0.33,
0.33), the Red primary color is at (0.64, 0.33), Green primary color is at (0.30, 0.60)
and Blue primary color is at (0.15, 0.06) under National Television System
Committee (NTSC) color coordinates system, respectively.
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The color rendering index (CRI), on the other hand, is a quantitative measure
of the ability of a light source to reproduce the colors of various objects precisely in
comparison with an ideal or natural light source. Light sources with a high CRI are
desirable in color-critical applications such as photography and cinematography [44].
The color rendering determines how an illuminant source creates the color of an
object present to human eyes and how well slight changes in color shades are
revealed. The CRI of a light source does not indicate the obvious color of the light
source. The CRI presents a scale from 0 to 100 and it indicates how close the
artificial light source is to the natural light source. The higher CRI scale is the better
color rendering capability and similar to the natural light source. Some summary
remarks are appropriate e.g. the performance of our OLED and White OLED will be
evaluated using these parameters.

2.3 Factors influencing charge carriers
In this section, there are various factors that give an insight into the most
important parameters influencing the carrier transports through model such as
Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM), and measurement of mobility. In addition the
spectral characteristics can be affected by microcavity effect.
2.3.1 Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM)
We focus on the charge distribution in recombination zones using a Gaussian
disorder model (GDM). The transport process of charge carriers in organic layers is
described as hopping, i.e., thermally assisted quantum mechanical tunneling in
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between the localized sites [45]. The transfer integral is fundamentally overlap of the
appropriate molecular orbital, the HOMO levels for hole transport and the LUMO
levels for electron transport. The energy, 𝐸 , results from the molecules involved
changing geometries when changing their charged states and most commonly visited
by charge carriers transporting via hopping within a Gaussian density of states (DOS)
distribution has been simulated utilizing Monte Carlo techniques and adopted in the
Gaussian Disorder Model by Bässler in the 90’s[46,47]. The DOS is a representation
of the distribution of electronic states in the ‘energy space’ of a molecule as shown in
equation (2-11).

𝑔(𝐸 ) =

𝑁0
√2𝜋𝜎

exp( −

𝐸2
2𝜎 2

)

(2-11)

N0 is a total density of states while 𝜎 is variance (width) of the distribution. To relate
to DOS, the hopping transport occurs via tunneling transitions between localized
states and the tunneling probability between two states adopts the Miller-Abrahams
rate equation in (2-12)[51].

𝜈𝑖𝑗 = 𝜐0 exp(−

2𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝛼

) × {exp (−
1

𝐸𝑖 −𝐸𝑗
𝑘𝑇

) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑖

<𝐸𝑗
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑖 >𝐸𝑗

(2-12)

Here, the contributions of tunneling and thermal activation are even more explicitly.
v0 is the maximum hopping rate, often called attempt to jump frequency, Rij is the
hopping distance, 𝛼 is the localization length and Ei, Ej are the energy of the initial
and final states[47-50]. The DOS is relevant for an accurate determination of the
energetic disorder parameter 𝜎 within the Gaussian disorder model (GDM) by H.
Bässler[47].
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𝜎

2

𝜇𝐺𝐷𝑀 = 𝜇∞ exp [− (3𝑘𝑇) ] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {𝐶 [(𝑘𝑇) − Σ 2 ] √𝐹}

(2-13)

Here the disorders in both energy and position are considered to have a Gaussian
distribution with widths of 𝜎 and Σ, respectively. The full expression for this disorder
equation is shown in (2-13) with C is an empirical constant, while the temperature
dependence of the zero-field mobility.

2.3.2 Mobility measurement methods
To understand the charge transport in organic materials, mobility is a key
parameter. Especially, in this thesis, the mobility can be a significant factor in
understanding current flow in organic electronic devices and deriving the empirical
equations. There are several methods for this purpose which will be discussed here.
There are many methods including the magneto-resistance [55], the
equilibrium charge carrier method [56], the surface acousto-electric traveling wave
(SAW) method [57], the conductivity/concentration method [58], and the charge
extraction in a linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) method [59]. However, these
methods are inappropriate to use for the low conductivity of organic charge transport
materials and charge hopping transport.
There are other methods that more suitable to low mobility organic materials,
however some of them are indirect ways to the mobility. It includes steady-state
space-charge-limited-current (ss-SCLC) [60], analysis of organic field effect
transistors [61], and pulsed radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity
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(PRMC)[62]. The PRMC is only measured the sum of the hole and electron mobility
and cannot distinguish which one might be faster [62].
The most appropriate methods in the case of these low mobility materials are
drift mobility measurements, where a time (t) for charges to transit through the
sample is determined. (d) is known thickness and this results in the drift velocity at
the applied electric field (E) or voltage (V). It gives rise directly to the mobility, as
shown in equation (2-14)

𝜇=

𝑑
𝐸∙𝑡

=

𝑑2
𝑉∙𝑡

(2-14)

These methods include transient electroluminescence [63], transient spacecharge-limited-current (t-SCLC) [64], xerographic discharge [65], and time-of-flight
(TOF)[66]. Among them, time-of-flight (TOF) is the most applicable and by far the
most widely used due to its reliability [67]. Also, it can provide key information in
addition to the mobility such as drift velocity of hole-electron transporting in organic
layers.

2.3.3 Microcavity effect
The optical microcavity effect can be used to enhance the color gamut and the
light extraction on OLED devices [52-54]. The OLED devices consist of multi
organic or metal layers with different thicknesses and properties. When a direct
current applied into the electrodes, the electrons and holes were injected and they
combined as emitting photons in the emission layers. These photons went through the
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reflection and transmission at each interface and the interference occurred. The light
reflected at the interfaces of each layer or the metallic electrode rebounds to the
emission layer and influences the radiation efficiency, light intensity, and color purity
[52-54]. In this section, we briefly explained microcavity theory.

Figure 2.6 The schematic representation of the electric fields in OLED that has a
microcavity due to the multi-layer structure

The four layers and the electric fields are shown in Figure 2.6 and the four layers are
called as the zero, the first, the second and the final layer, respectively. A plane wave
designated E0 with propagation vector of k0 is typically incident on the first layer
from the zero layer and generates the reflected electric field designated by E*0 with
k*0. In the first layer, there are two electric fields which are E1 and E*1, representing
incident and reflecting waves also the electric fields measured at the first interface
between the zero and the first layer. E2 and E*2 also show the electric fields
transferring in positive and negative z-direction, which is also measured at the second
interface. The final layer has only one electric field ‘ET’ due to it has no reflection.
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In this work, the devices are all bottom emitting OLED and cathode was
deposited with Al (aluminum). Since the focus of our work is in the charge
distribution of emission layers and not on the spectral characteristics of the OLED,
we did not considered microcavity effect.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Details
In this chapter, the device fabrication procedures and characterization of
OLED devices are described. Also, the device designs used in this research are
described specifically. Lastly, the materials used in this research and general
materials for WOLED are also discussed.

3.1 Preparation
This section explains how to prepare and treat substrates before used
fabrication.
3.1.1 Substrate and Sample Preparation
The 45mm × 45mm commercial Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) glass substrate was
purchased with pre-coated ITO layer with a thickness ~90nm and a sheet resistance
~25Ω/□ (Figure 3.1). The surface of commercial ITO substrates might be
contaminated during storage and packaging, therefore cleaning of the substrates is
important before the fabrication. A contaminated surface layer can cause poor
adhesion, often required a higher driving voltage and showed unstable results. The
cleaning procedure included washing the ITO substrate by detergent (TDF-4)
followed by acetone or ethanol. TDF-4 is stated detergent for cleaning glass. The
procedures involved a sequential cleaning in an ultrasonic bath (Bransonic®
Ultrasonic Cleaner Model 1210) with substrates soaked in diluted TDF-4 detergent
solution for about 30 minutes; diluted detergent can be removed moisture, hydroxyl
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group organic material and hydrocarbon contaminants[68].Then, soaked in de-ionized
water for another 30 minutes to further remove any organic contaminants, dust and
remain residues. After that, the cleaned substrate was dried in an oven at a
temperature of 110°C for at least 1hour or overnight to ensure that both moisture and
solvents on the ITO substrate are removed.

Figure 3.1 A patterned commercial ITO substrate (The blue part is ITO region)

3.1.2 Plasma Treatment
After the drying procedures, all the substrates were exposed to oxygen plasma
for 25 seconds at RF power of 100W. Figure 3.2 shows the oxygen plasma treatment
mechanism [78]. The oxygen plasma treatment can enhance the work function of ITO
and reduce hydrocarbons on the ITO surfaces[69]. Then the substrates were treated
with CFx plasma treatment for 7 seconds with 100W RF power to further increase the
work function of ITO[70]. After those treatments, the lifetime of the devices has
significantly improved with lower drive voltage as well[71].
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Figure 3.2 Oxygen Plasma Treatment Mechanisms

3.2 Fabrication and Characterization of OLED
The fabrication of OLEDs was prepared by thermal deposition technique. In this
research, we used thermal evaporator to deposit organic/metal materials. Therefore,
the description of thermal evaporation system and characterization techniques will be
discussed in this section.
3.2.1 Thermal Evaporator System: Model OM-2000R
All the organic layers and metal cathode of the OLED devices in this research
were fabricated with thermal evaporator (Model OM-2000R). After plasma treatment,
the 45mm × 45mm ITO patterned substrates were placed in the thermal evaporator
vacuum chamber (Figure 3.3). The evaporator has ten different sources sections and
five shutters to avoid contaminations from any other unintended materials depositing
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on the substrates as shown in Figure 3.4(a). For deposition of organic and metal
layers without breaking vacuum, five pairs of organic (A,C,E,G,I) and metal masks
(B,D,F,H,J) were used and the substrate holder was set into rotation to maintain a
uniform film deposition (See Figure 3.4(b) ). Each source has one pair of electrodes
that individually control the power supply. Normally, two types of mask are used for
organic/metal layer fabrication and installed below the substrates.
The atmosphere of inside vacuum chamber is below 10-6 Torr when organic layers
were deposited. The cryo pump was used to keep the low vacuum level and avoid
moisture inside the chamber. The organic layer was deposited with coating rate 12Å/s in a round square shape and the metal layer was evaporated with higher coating
rate about 3-4Å/s in four long strips which shown in Figure 3.5. The emitting zones
were the four small square areas. The each active OLED area is 0.1cm2.

Figure 3.3 Thermal Evaporator (OM-2000R)
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Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic diagram of Thermal Evaporator (OM 2000R) (b) Front
View of Substrate Mount and Mask Holder
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Figure 3.5 Pattern of the OLED device (Organic area: Green, Metal area: Blue)

3.2.2 Encapsulation of OLED
After all fabrications were completed, the substrates were allowed to cool-down for at
least 30 minutes. The devices can either encapsulate or store in a dry nitrogen
chamber to prevent it from atmospheric decay. The organic materials are very
sensitive to oxygen and moisture atmosphere. It brings to fast deterioration of the
OLED; therefore encapsulation is critical after fabrication. After cool-down process,
the substrates were transferred to the glove box. The glove box was interconnected to
the vacuum chamber and filled with dry nitrogen.
The cover glass was applied with epoxy sealant to the four edges then put a desiccant
sticker onto the center of cover glass to avoid moisture. Then the cover glass was
glued to the substrate and exposed under UV light for about 4 minutes to cure the
epoxy on the substrates. Figure 3.6 shows an OLED device after encapsulation
process.
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Figure 3.6 OLED Device after encapsulation process

3.2.3 Device Characterization
The OLED devices after encapsulation were measured by applying a sequence of
ascendant voltages to analyze both their current density – voltage – luminance (J-V-B)
and electroluminescent (EL) spectra. In order to measure EL spectra and CIE
coordination, Spectro Scan PR650 was used. The data recorded simultaneously with
Sepctro Scan PR650 and Keithley model 236 which shown in Figure 3.7. All
measurements were implementing with DC source at room temperature.
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Figure 3.7Spectro Scan PR650 and Keithley 236 voltage-current source measure unit

3.2.4 Four-Point Probe Measurement
The Four-Point Probe can be used to measure film thickness, sheet resistance
of shallow layers, and the bulk resistivity of bare wafers. The schematic
representation of the Four-Point Probe is shown in Figure 3.8. The theory behind this
is a fixed current is applied into the metal film through the two outer probes, and a
voltage is measured between the two inner probes. The sheet resistance Rs is given by
[79]
𝑅𝑠 =

𝜌
𝑡

=

(𝜋𝑡⁄Ι𝑛2)𝑉
𝐼
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𝑉

= 4.5324 ( 𝐼 )

(3-1)

The resistivity 𝜌 is the device of the film thickness t and Rs whereas the electrical
conductivity 𝜎 is the reciprocal of 𝜌. It should be noted the geometric factor 4.5324 in
equation (3-1) is used only if the probes with uniform spacing s are placed on an
infinite slab material [79]. There are few limits of measurement capability that the
probes must be able to make Ohmic contact with the material and very low resistive
material (e.g. aluminum, gold, platinum) requires the maximum current from the
current source to achieve a reading on the display. The current through the probe is
best restricted to 10mA due to the heating effects and excessive current density at the
probe tips [80].

Figure 3.8 Schematic Diagram of a Four-Point Probe
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3.3 OLED Materials
In this section, the organic materials used OLED and White OLED fabrication.
Their chemical structure and function are also discussed.

3.3.1 Materials Employed
The organic materials used in this OLED research are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Materials used in this work [72]
Material

IUPAC

Molecular Structure

Functions

Nomencl
ature

NPB

mCP

Hole
transport

N,N’-bis(1-naphthalenyl)N,N’-bis-phenyl-(1,1’biphenyl)-4,4’-diamine

Tg: 99°C

Inter-layer,
Phosphoresc
-ent host

N,N'-dicarbazolyl-3,5benzene

Tg: 55°C

TCTA

Inter-layer

4,4’,4’’-tris(carbazol-9-yl)triphenylamine

Tg: 151°C
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FIrpic

Iridium (III) bis[(4,6difluorophenyl)-pyridinatoN,C2’] picolinate

Blue
phosphoresc
-ent dopant

Electron
transport,
BCP

2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl1,10-phenanthroline

Hole
blocking
Tg:83°C

TPBi

Electron
transport,

1,3,5-tris(Nphenylbenzimiazole-2yl)benzene

Hole
blocking
Tg:122°C

MADN

BUBD-1

Alq3

Fluorescent
host

2-Methyl-9,10-bis
(naphthalene-2yl)anthracene

Tg<30°C

2-Ethyl-N-(4-((E)-4-((E)-4((2-ethyl-6methylphenyl)(phenyl)amin
o)styryl)styryl)phenyl)-5methyl-N-phenylaniline

Sky blue
Fluorescent
dopant

Electron
transport

Tris ( 8-hydroxy quinolinato ) aluminium

Tg:175°C
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4-(Dicyanomethylene)-2tert-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7tetramethyljulolidin-4-ylvinyl)-4H-pyran

Red
Fluorescent
dopant

Liq

8-Hydroxyquinolinolatolithium

Electron
injection

LiF

Lithium fluoride

Electron
injection

DCJTB

Tg:98.1°C

3.3.2 Materials for EML dopants
Blue dopant: BUBD-1 and FIrpic
BUBD-1(2-Ethyl-N-(4-((E)-4-((E)-4-((2-ethyl-6 methylphenyl)(phenyl)amino)
styryl)Styryl)phenyl)-5-methyl-N-phenylaniline) is a highly efficient and stable sky
blue fluorescent dopant. The energy gap of BUBD-1 with a lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level is 2.6 and -5.1eV, respectively. A morphologically stable high band gap host material,
MADN (2-methyl-9,10-di (2-naphthyl) anthracene) was used as a host material. The
MADN:BUBD-1 illustrates the high external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 6.5% [73].
FIrpic (Iridium (III) bis[(4,6-difluorophenyl)-pyridinato-N,C2’] picolinate) is
well known for high efficient blue phosphorescent dopant[74]. The LUMO and
HOMO are reported as -2.9 and -5.8eV, respectively. The phosphorescent dopant,
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FIrpic, can enable internal efficiency as high as 100% and makes OLED efficacy 4
times higher than that with fluorescent emitters[75]. mCP (N,N'-dicarbazolyl-3,5benzene) was used as a phosphorescent host due to its high triplet energy and its high
photoluminescence (PL) efficiency when it is doped with FIrpic[76].
Red dopant: DCJTB
DCJTB (4-(Dicyanomethylene)-2-tert-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljulolidin-4yl-vinyl)-4H-pyran) have been broadly used as a red fluorescent dopant for OLED
devices due to their high PL quantum yields[77]. The LUMO and HOMO energy
levels for DCJTB are -3.1 and -5.3eV, respectively.
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Chapter 4 Quantification of the Charge Distribution in
Blue-Green OLED with Multi-Recombination Zones

4.1 Background
OLEDs have many advantages, such as an ultra-thin layer, flexibility, selfemission, and fast response time. These properties would provide numerous
applications. However, color stability and purity of OLEDs are still major issues that
limit the applications such as full color displays and lightings [81-86]. In addition, the
imbalance between the number of holes and electrons arriving at the recombination
zone is one of the main drawbacks for the device performance [87]. The emission
spectrum of single-unit, voltage-controlled, color-tunable, organic light-emitting
devices (OLEDs) has been theoretically and experimentally studied. It is generally
believed that the performance of OLEDs strongly depends on a balanced injection of
holes and electrons into the emitting layer from the anode and cathode, respectively
[88,89]. Therefore, researchers in both industry and academia have attempted to
establish the optimum OLEDs structures for balancing the charges and increasing the
lifetime to improve their efficiency and other electric performances. To understand
the mechanics of the balance of charges in emissive layers, it is important to study the
energy transfer mechanism including the molecular energy level structures. We can
obtain essential facts through using analysis of fitted peaks with Gaussian distribution
of the electroluminescence spectra. The spectroscopic of light emission in the
emissive layer can provide critical information on the quantification of the charge
distribution in OLED [90].
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In this chapter, we show how to theoretically quantify the emissive charge
distribution ratio in OLEDs with multiple emissive layers by changing the thickness
of hole and electron transport layers. An empirical equation can be derived from this
method to estimate the hole and electron ratio of the recombination zone that can
allow us to design optimized OLED structures with the performance required. The
aim is to quantify the charge recombination ratio in an OLED with multiple emission
zones. This experiment seeks to establish a quantitative method to estimate the holes
and electrons ratio in the emission zones. A single doped blue emissive layer with a
single emissive layer generated the blue-green light. BUBD-1 was used for the blue
region that doped into MADN host molecule and Alq3 for the green region. Through
this EL spectrum of the structure, we obtained a correlation of blue-green emission
ratio with the thickness of hole/electron transport layers.

4.2 Fabrication and Characterization
The energy diagram of the device is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The energy level
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) consist of the organic materials in the OLED device are also given.
Here, NPB (N,N'- bis (naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N'- bis (phenyl) – benzidine) was chosen
as the hole transporting layer (HTL) while TPBi (2 , 2 ', 2 " - ( 1,3,5- benzinetriyl ) tris (1-phenyl - 1-Hbenzimidazole )) was used as the electron transporting layer
(ETL). TPBi has a low HOMO energy level (6.2 eV) that used as a hole-blocking
material with NPB as the hole-transporting material [91]. The emission of TPBi was
completely inhibited and could not be detected even with increased the driving
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voltage. Therefore it is a suitable electron transporting material for this research [92].
The emissive layer (EML) with blue and green emissions was sandwiched between
the HTL and ETL. MADN (2 -methyl -9,10- bis (naphthalen-2-yl) anthracene),
BUBD-1[93], and Alq3 (Tris ( 8-hydroxy - quinolinato ) aluminum) were employed
as blue host, sky blue dopant, and green fluorescent emitters, respectively. The
emission peaks appeared at 464, 494, 529, 567nm, and 604 nm were analyzed
through Gaussian peak fitting. The devices were fabricated on glass substrates precoated with indium tin oxide (ITO) as the anode. Lithium fluoride (LiF) was
deposited prior to forming aluminum (Al) cathode for better electron injection. After
cleaning the substrates with a routine procedure [94], the thin film deposition was
carried out in a thermal evaporation chamber and the base pressure was 4.0 × 10-6
Torr. The active area of the devices was 10mm2. The electroluminescent (EL) spectra
and the CIE color coordinates were measured by PR650 spectrophotometer and the
characteristics of current density –voltage-luminance (J-V-L) measurements were
recorded using a Keithley 236 source meter.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Energy Diagram of the OLED, showing the Highest Occupied and
Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital Energies (HOMO and LUMO)(Top) and (b)
The Molecular Structure of Organic Materials used (Bottom).
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4.3 Results Analysis
As shown in Figure 4.2, there are a total of four emission peaks in BUBD-1’s
EL spectrum which have 2.67, 2.51, 2.34, and 2.19 eV of energy, respectively
estimated from their wavelengths of 464, 494, 529, and 567nm. Also, Alq3 EL
spectrum has three emission peaks which` have 2.34, 2.19, and 2.05 eV of energy,
respectively the Alq3’s wavelengths are 529, 567, and 604nm. It is overlap with most
of BUBD-1’s wavelengths. These peaks signified the energy transitions of
MADN:BUBD-1 and Alq3 in emissive layer. Each energy transition was originated
from the LUMO level which is the excited state relaxing through the vibrational
excitation energy, ΔEvib=hν, where h is the Plank constant and ν is the phonon
frequency on the ground state, called the HOMO energy levels [95].
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Figure 4.2Multi-peak Fitting with Gaussian Function for EL Spectrum of (a)
MADN:BUBD-1 and (b)Pure Alq3. The EL Spectra Peaks are represented in Electron
Volts.
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We investigated the BUBD-1(blue) and Alq3(green) emission peaks of various ratios
in the recombination zone by changing the thicknesses of hole and electron transport
layers. This has the effect of shifting the recombination zone closer/away from these
two emission layers. This shows how the charge distribution changes as a function of
the recombination zone location. The integrated emission ratio of the two emission
layers was obtained by a multi-peaks Gaussian fitting method. The general OLED
structure is ITO/NPB(x nm)/MADN:BUBD-1(3%)(40nm) /Alq3(10nm)/TPBi(y
nm)/LiF(2nm)/Al and Table 4.1 summarizes the values of x and y, which is the
thicknesses of NPB and TPBi each. All devices had fixed EML thicknesses
composed of MADN:BUBD-1 (40nm) and Alq3 (10nm) due to higher stability and
efficiency compared with other thicknesses.
Table 4.1 Thicknesses of Hole and Electron Transport Layer in the OLED Device A
to G.
NPB

TPBi

Device A

20nm

40nm

Device B

40nm

40nm

Device C

60nm

40nm

Device D

80nm

40nm

Device E

40nm

50nm

Device F

40nm

30nm

Device G

40nm

20nm
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Figure4.3 shows the EL spectra of devices A to D. Two EL peaks at 464nm
and 494nm corresponded to the BUBD-1 emission which emitted sky blue light. Also,
and other emission peaks at 529nm, 567nm and 604nm [96] at 5 V corresponded to
the Alq3 emission which emitted green light. The devices A to D had different HTL
thicknesses but the ETL thickness was fixed as 40nm, which resulted in the emission
ratio of 50% and 50% whereas when TPBi thickness increased the Alq3’s emission
ratio is also increased. Thus, the emission ratio between BUBD-1 and Alq3 is mainly
affected by thickness of TPBi using as an ETL. The emission ratio has measured
under Gaussian distribution of the integration in each area which shows the emission
intensity ratio of each primary color of blue and green light in these devices.
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Figure 4.3 Normalized EL Intensity fitted with the Peak Functions of Gaussian
Distribution of Device A, B, C and D at 5V. The structure of these devices is
ITO/NPB(x nm)/MADN:BUBD-1(3%)(40nm)/Alq3(10nm)/TPBi(40 nm)/LiF(2nm)/
Al
We investigated the emission ratio fitted with the peak functions of Gaussian
distribution and further analyzed the EL spectrum in the electron volt of energy scale
using the peak fitting functions as described in Figure 4.2, which was used to
determine the blue and green emission intensity ratio of fabricated devices.
The relative emission intensities were included in the fitted area and can be
estimated as the percentage out of the total emission as shown in Figure 4.3.The
devices A to D have similar ratio about 50% and50% between blue and green
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emission in the recombination zone, respectively. This can be explained by the
slightly higher hole mobility of NPB than the electron mobility of TPBi. Therefore,
we can realize that the HTL thickness did not influence on the emission ratio
dramatically.

Figure 4.4 Normalized EL Intensity Fitted with the Peak Functions of Gaussian
distribution of Obtain Various Emission Ratio of the Devices E,F and G. The
structure of these devices is ITO/NPB(40 nm)/ MADN:BUBD-1(3%)(40nm)
/Alq3(10nm)/TPBi(y nm)/LiF(2nm)/Al
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Based on the 50% and 50% emission ratio with NPB 40nm and TPBi 40nm
(Device B), we adjusted to 40% 60%, 60%40% and 70% 30%emission ratio between
BUBD-1(blue):Alq3 (green) under fixed HTL thickness, respectively. Figure 4.4
shows the fitting with Gaussian distribution as mentioned above. Interestingly, we
can obtain the correlation between the thickness of transport layers and the color
emission intensity ratio. As the thickness of the electron transport layer (ETL)
increased, the recombination zone was shifted to the green region.
Considering all results, we fabricated other devices based on this fitting
method and the relationship is shown graphically in Figure 4.5. It shows the
relationship between thickness of NPB (HTL)/TPBi (ETL) and the BUBD-1 emission
ratio. The ratio of blue emission could vary from 70% to 34% when TPBi (ETL)
thickness was changed from 10nm to 55nm. As mentioned above, due to higher hole
mobility of NPB compared to TPBi, the recombination zone was significantly
affected by the thickness of TPBi. This result supports the established the new
equation at the end of this chapter. It describes the empirical relationship between the
thickness of transport layer and the emission ratio.
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Figure 4.5 The Plot of (black line) NPB(40nm)with TPBi Thicknesses, and (red line)
TPBi(40nm) with NPB Thicknesses versus the BUBD-1 Emission Ratio

According to correlation between the thickness of transport layers and emission ratio
in Figure 4.5, it is possible to find the location of recombination zone from the
emission ratio in EML using mobility of materials and the device thicknesses.
To work out the positional distribution of excitons in the EML by Gaussian
distribution, we utilized the mobility of each layer as a mean to estimate the region of
the recombination zone in EML. We need to understand the charge carrier mobility
and it is well known that the charge carrier mobility depends on the electric field and
the thickness of the organic materials. The energy levels between layers were
constant across all organic layers at room temperature. Therefore, the electric field (E)
can be readily obtained by the bias voltage (v) and total thickness of organic layers
(dorg):
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𝐸=

𝑣
𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑔

(4-1)

For the electric field is E ≥0.6 MV/cm. Thus, a simple approach is used to determine
the carrier drift velocity (νd) using equation (4-1) the electric field (E) the charge
carrier mobility (μ):
vd = μ ∙E

(4-2)

The charge carrier mobility (μ) is influenced by the energetic disorder due to
haphazardly placed dipoles in the organic layers [97]. Thus, the charge carrier
mobility is dependent on the electric field and can be indicated by Poole-Frenkel
equation. This equation is more suitable to describe transport in organic materials
[98,99].
μ(E) = μ0 exp(𝛽√𝐸 )

(4-3)

where μ depends on E, μ0is the zero-field mobility and β is Poole-Frenkel (PF) factor.
The values for μ0range from 10-9 to 10-7 cm2/Vs, while 𝛽 is of the order of 10-2
(cm/V)1/2, under typical OLED fabricating conditions, the electron mobility is
between 10-6 and 10-5 cm2/Vs[100]. Table 4.2 summarizes the carrier mobility of each
organic material used in the devices measured by time-of-flight method.
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Table 4.2 The Carrier Mobility of the Organic Materials used in Devices A to G [101105]
Materials Carrier Type Thickness (nm) Mobility (cm2V-1s-1)*
NPB

Hole

40 to 80 nm

(1-3) ×10-5

MADN

Hole

40 nm

(2-3)×10-7

MADN

Electron

40 nm

(2-3)×10-7

Alq3

Hole

10 nm

(1-3)×10-8

Alq3

Electron

10 nm

(2.3-3.5)×10-6

TPBi

Electron

5 to 55 nm

(4-5)× 10-5

*Electric field=600-700(V/cm)

Aforementioned, the carrier mobility is easily affected by various factors which are
the temperature, electric field, materials, thicknesses of each layer, and carrier type.
We can deduce the carrier recombination zone time (t) simply using the following
equation (4-4) where νd is the carrier drift velocity, and d is the thickness of the
organic layers. However, the νd is carrier drift velocity which obtains electric field
and the mobility of materials in equation (4-2).
𝑡=

𝑑
𝜈𝑑

(4-4)

t is the carrier recombination time which means where electrons and holes meet in
EML using end of each HTL and ETL as reference and use the carrier mobility of
each layers to do the calculation. This equation (4-4) delineated actual location of
recombination zone since vd is fixed and only changed ETL thickness. As shown in
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Figure 4.6, we used equation (4-4) to obtain the carrier recombination time on the
emissive layers and that can indicate the actual location of recombination zone as
shown in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.6 Schematic representation of carrier recombination location on emissive
layers using equation (4-4) with Device B and this result is outlined in Table 4.3

Generally, electron injection and transport layers have higher electric field than hole
injection and transport layers which mean electrons are move faster than holes. As
exhibited in Figure 4.7, when fixed the HTL and increased the ETL, the
recombination zone is shifted toward to the cathode. Table 4.3 manifests the results
of approximate carrier recombination zone with different emission ratios. To
determine the location of recombination zone, we employed the equation (4-4) using
carrier recombination time (t) to calculate the region on each side of hole and electron
transport layers including emissive layers. After that the carrier recombination time
will be placed on emissive layer depending on ETL thicknesses. The result shows in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 The Location of Recombination Zone with Different Emission Ratios of
BUBD-1(Blue) and Alq3 (Green)

Emission Ratio (%)

Recombination zone(nm)

BUBD-1(Blue):Alq3(Green)

BUBD-1(40nm) / Alq3(10nm)

(Device E) 41% : 59%

11.75 nm /4.72 nm

(Device B) 50% : 50%

12.19 nm /4.25 nm

(Device F) 59% : 41%

15.89 nm / 3.4 nm

(Device G) 68% : 32%

17.03 nm /3.02 nm

Figure 4.7 Shift of Recombination Zone in Emissive Layer of OLED with Different
the Thickness of ETL Emission Ratios of BUBD-1 and Alq3. (The color-shaded parts
are the Recombination zones)

The approximate carrier recombination zone was calculated according to thicknesses
of electron transport layers. The relative positions of recombination zone were also
described in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8 shows the color coordinates of CIE (Commission Internationale de
l’Éclairage)[106]. According to the emission ratio of BUBD-1 and Alq3, the color
coordinates of devices B, E, F and G are located in bluish green.

Figure 4.8 CIE Chromaticity Diagram along with the Location of BUBD-1 and
Alq3Emission Ratio
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Figure 4.9 The Emission Ratio of BUBD-1(%) versus x (Alq3Recombination Zone –
BUBD-1 Recombination Zone)(nm) in Emissive Layer.
As shown in Figure 4.9, we analyzed the correlation between emission ratio of
BUBD-1 and recombination zone location. For the y-axis, we used the Table 4.3
value. From Figure 4.9, we derived an empirical equation through an integral graph
substitution provided by commercial graph plotting software: Origin. Where RBUBD-1
represents the emission ratio of BUBD-1, dhtl and detl are the thickness of the
hole/electron, and Y is the subtraction of Alq3 and BUBD-1 recombination zone. y0, w
are the constant.

Y = 𝑦0 + (

𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙
𝜋
2

𝑤∗√( )

(𝑅𝐵𝑈𝐵𝐷−1 −𝑑ℎ𝑡𝑙 ) 2

) ∗ exp(−2 ∗ (

𝑤

) )

(4-5)

From these results, we are able to design our OLED structure in order to achieve
desired emission ratio by approximating the location of the recombination zone. In
other words, it allows us to custom-made OLED in a more convenient way.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the result shows the correlation between the emission ratio of
BUBD-1 and recombination zone in the emissive layer. We adopted the following
procedures to derive the empirical equation: (1) From Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we
obtain the thickness of HTL and ETL that is related to emission intensity ratio. (2) In
order to determine the carrier drift velocity (vd), equation (4-1) was used to obtain the
electric field (E). (3) To use equation (4-4) to determine the location of holes and
electrons where they recombined. (4) As shown in Figure 4.9, we plotted the graph
based on regions of each recombination zone and emission ratio. (5) From Figure 4.9,
we derived an empirical equation through an integral graph substitution provided by
the Origin program.
An empirical equation was derived and it can describe the effect of the
electron transport layer thickness on the bi-layer emission intensity distribution;Y =

𝑦0 + (

𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙
𝜋
2

𝑤∗√( )

(𝑅𝐵𝑈𝐵𝐷−1 −𝑑ℎ𝑡𝑙 ) 2

) ∗ exp(−2 ∗ (

𝑤

) ). This works can be used to predict the

emission intensity ratio of OLEDs. Therefore we can design devices with different
emission ratio offering different colour temperature. We will use the theoretical result
to optimize device performance.
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Chapter 5 Quantitative Analysis of Charge Distribution in
Bi-Emissive layer White Organic Light-Emitting Diodes
with Two Fluorescent Dopants

5.1 Background
There have been many researches developing White Organic Light Emitting
Diodes (WOLEDs) technology for solid-state lighting applications. Most of the
researches used to fabricate single-EML or multi-EML WOLEDs. The methods can
be separated into two types of optical color mixture. One is three primary colors of red,
green and blue (RGB) combinations were simultaneously doped into the same host
[107], and the other is the two primary colors of blue, then either red, orange or
yellow dopants were doped into each different host [108-110]. For single-EML, it has
better color stability, easy fabrication; meanwhile the EL efficiency is relatively low
[111,112]. Multi-EML WOLEDs have the merit of higher EL efficiency than that of
single-EML WOLEDs, however its Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIEx,y)
coordinates are generally dependent upon driving voltage due to the shift of the
exciton recombination zone [113,114].
In this chapter, a multi-EML WOLED with the structure of blue fluorescent
EML/red fluorescent EML was presented. Fluorescent dopant systems have
fabricated their capability to deliver pure white color coordinates as well as long life
time [115,116]. However, the power efficiencies of these devices are limited. The use
of fluorescent dopants limits the internal quantum efficiency to a maximum value of
25% due to well known spin symmetry. This work pursues to quantify the estimation
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of the emission ratio between blue and red EML by varying the thickness of ETL. We
fabricated

Multilayered

WOLED

with

the

device

structure

of

ITO/NPB(80nm)/MADN:BUBD-1(7%)(20nm) /MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)(20nm)/TPBi
(X nm)/LiF(2nm)/Al. The EL spectra of devices were fitted with a Gaussian
distribution and obtained a relationship between thickness of HTL/ETL and ratio of
two emission peaks. At the same time, we derived an equation of these relationships.
Therefore, it could allow us to design custom-made WOLEDs.

5.2 Fabrication and Characterization
The device structure and energy diagram of the fabricated WOLED are
shown in Figure5.1. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) values of the organic materials NPB [117],
BUBD-1, MADN [118], DCJTB [119] and TPBi [120] are obtained from this chapter.
All the devices appeared here have the configuration of ITO/NPB/MADN:BUBD1/MADN:DCJTB/TPBi/LiF/Al, in which NPBis (N,N'- bis (naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N'bis (phenyl) – benzidine) as a hole transport layer, MADN is (2 -methyl -9,10- bis
(naphthalen-2-yl) anthracene) used as a host, BUBD-1 and DCJTB (4(dicyanomethylene)-2-t-butyl-6(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H-pyran)

are

employedas a sky blue fluorescent dopant and a red fluorescent emitter, respectively.
TPBi serves (2,2',2"-(1,3,5- benzinetriyl) - tris (1-phenyl - 1-Hbenzimidazole)) as an
electron transport layer. ITO substrates were all pre-coated and pre-patterned with an
effective emitting area of 10mm2. After cleaning the substrates by usual procedure
[121], all thin films deposited with a thermal evaporation method and the base
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pressure was 4.0 × 10-6 Torr. The electroluminescent (EL) spectra and the CIE color
coordinates were measured by PR650 spectrophotometer and the characteristics of
current density-voltage-luminance (J-V-L) measurements were recorded with a
Keithley 236 source meter. All measurements were performed at room temperature in
air.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5.1 (a) The Configuration and the energy diagram of the devices (Top) and (b)
The Molecular Structures of the Relevant Compounds (Bottom) used in White
OLEDs.

5.3 Results Analysis
There are a total of four emission peaks in MADN:BUBD-1(7%) EL
spectrum which have 464, 494, 529, and 567nm of wavelength, respectively
estimated from their energy of 2.67, 2.51, 2.34, and 2.19 eV. Also, five emission
peaks in MADN:DCJTB (0.3%) EL spectrum have 451, 568, 604, 632, and 673nm of
wavelength which their energy of 2.75, 2.18, 2.05, 1.96, and 1.84 eV respectively as
shown in Figure 5.2. These peaks have demonstrated the energy transitions of
MADN:BUBD-1 and MADN:DCJTB in recombination zone. The emission ratio was
fitted with the peak functions of Gaussian distribution method and further analyzed
the EL spectrum in the electron volt of energy scale using the peak fitting functions
as described in Figure 5.2, which was used to determine the blue and red emission
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ratio. For MADN:DCJTB(0.3%) peaks, it has shown the slight blue peak due to the
low concentration of DCJTB dopant. Each energy transition was originated from the
LUMO level which is the excited state relaxing through the vibrational excitation
energy, ΔEvib=hν, where h is the Plank constant and ν is the phonon frequency on the
ground state, called the HOMO energy levels [122].

Figure 5.2Multi-Peak Fitting with Gaussian Function for EL Spectrum of (a)
MADN:BUBD-1(7%) and (b) MADN:DCJTB(0.3%). The EL Spectra Peaks are
represented in Electron Volts.

Varying the thickness of hole and electron transport layers to change the ratio
of BUBD-1 (blue) and DCJTB (red) emission peaks in the recombination zone. We
utilized a multi-peaks Gaussian fitting method to find the emission ratio. In this
chapter, the structure of WOLED was ITO/NPB(80nm)/MADN:BUBD-1 (7%)(20nm)
/MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)(20nm)/TPBi(Xnm)/LiF(2nm)/Aland the blue, red dopant
concentration are optimized with 7% and 0.3%, respectively. All devices had fixed
EML thicknesses consist of MADN:BUBD-1 (20nm) and DCJTB (20nm) due to
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higher efficiency and stability compared with other thicknesses. Table 5.1
summarizes the values of x, which is the thickness of ETL (TPBi).

Table 5.1WOLED Structures of Devices with Different Thickness of TPBi in ETL
(All Devices were Deposited with LiF=2nm,Al=80nm)
HTL

Device A

NPB
(80nm)

Device B

NPB
(80nm)

Device C

NPB
(80nm)

Device D

NPB
(80nm)

EML_1

MADN:BUBD1(7%)(20nm)
MADN:BUBD1(7%)(20nm)
MADN:BUBD1(7%)(20nm)
MADN:BUBD1(7%)(20nm)
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EML_2

ETL

MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)

TPBi

(20nm)

(5nm)

MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)

TPBi

(20nm)

(20nm)

MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)

TPBi

(20nm)

(35nm)

MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)

TPBi

(20nm)

(50nm)

1.0

3eV

2.4eV

1.8eV

3.6eV

1.2eV

BUBD-1
DCJTB

1.0

EL normalized Intensity (a.u.)

EL normalized Intensity (a.u.)

3.6eV

Device A

BUBD-1 78% : DCJTB 28%

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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400
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Figure 5.3 Normalized EL Intensity fitted with the Peak Functions of Gaussian
Distribution of Device A, B, C and D at 5V. The structure of these devices is
ITO/NPB(80nm)/MADN:BUBD-1(7%)(20nm)/MADN:DCJTB(0.3%)(20nm)/TPBi
(x nm)

Figure 5.3 displays the normalized EL spectra of device A to D and there
were five EL peaks at 415nm, 464nm, 494nm, 529nm, and 567nm accorded with
MADN: BUBD-1 which emitted sky blue color. Along with the other emission peaks
at 568nm, 604nm, 632nm, and 673nm corresponded to the MADN: DCJTB emission
at 5 V. The devices A to D had altered ETL thicknesses but HTL and EML
thicknesses were fixed as 80nm and 40nm, respectively. The TPBi thickness is
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increased as the red emission of DCJTB ratio is increased. Therefore, the emission
ratio between BUBD-1 and DCJTB is mostly influenced by thickness of TPBi using
as ETL. The emission ratio has measured under Gaussian distribution of the
integration in each area which shows the emission intensity ratio of each primary
color of blue and red light in these devices. The relative emission intensities were
included in the fitted area and can be estimated as the percentage out of the total
emission as shown in Figure 5.3. Here, we can investigate the correlation between the
thickness of transport layers and the white color emission ratio. As the thickness of
the electron transport layer increased, the recombination zone was shown to be more
warm white color. Considering these results, we fabricated other devices according to
this fitting method and plotted the graph as shown in Figure 5.4. It shows the
correlation with thickness of HTL/ETL and BUBD-1 emission ratio. The ratio of blue
and red emission could vary from maximum 84% to minimum 29% in white color
when TPBi thickness was changed from 5nm to 50nm. This can be explained by the
higher hole mobility of NPB compared to TPBi, the recombination zone was
significantly affected by the thickness of TPBi.
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Figure 5.4 The Plot of Various Thickness of TPBi(ETL) and NPB(HTL) Thicknesses
versus the BUBD-1 Emission Ratio
As shown in Figure 5.4, it shows correlation between the thickness of electron and
hole transport layers and BUBD-1 emission ratio. We assumed to find an emission
zone along the emission ratio in EML using a mobility of each material and the
device thicknesses.
We utilized the charge carrier mobility of materials in each layer and fitting
Gaussian distribution to estimate the positional point of the excitons in EML. The
charge carrier mobility depends on the electric field and thickness of the organic
materials. The interfaces between layers (i.e. the energy level) were constant across
all organic layers and the room temperature. Thus, the electric field (E) can be readily
obtained by the bias voltage (v) and total thickness of organic layers (dorg):
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𝐸=

𝑣
𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑔

(5-1)

To verify the carrier drift velocity (νd) is using the electric field as shown in equation
(5-1) and the charge carrier mobility (μ) when the electric field is E ≥0.5 MV/cm.

vd = μ ∙E

(5-2)

The charge carrier mobility (μ) is affected by the energetic disorder due to randomly
placed dipoles in the organic layers [123]. Therefore, assumption of field independent
charge carrier mobility is dropped and μ(E) dependence is still able in the absence of
traps then it can be indicated by Poole-Frenkel(PF) field dependence of the mobility.
Equation (5-3) is more suitable to describe transport in organic materials[124,125].

μ(E) = μ0 exp(𝛽√𝐸 )

(5-3)

which is very often discovered in amorphous molecular materials, almost conjugated
polymers and molecularly doped polymers[126]. In equation (5-3),μ depends on E,
μ0is the zero-field mobility and β is PF factor. The values for μ0range from 10-9 to 107

cm2/Vs, while 𝛽 is of the order of 10-2 (cm/V)1/2, under usual OLED fabricating

conditions, the electron mobility is between 10-6 and 10-5 cm2/Vs[127]. Table 5.2
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abridges the carrier mobility of each organic material used in the devices measured
by time-of-flight method (TOF).
Table 5.2 The Carrier Mobility of the Organic Materials used in Devices A to D[128130]
Thickness (nm)

Mobility (cm2V-1s-1)*

Materials

Carrier Type

NPB

Hole

80 nm

(1-3)×10-5

MADN

Hole

40 nm

(2-3)×10-7

MADN

Electron

40 nm

(2-3)×10-7

TPBi

Electron

5 to 50 nm

(4-5)× 10-5

*Electric field=500-600(V/cm)
The carrier mobility is readily influenced by many factors such as temperature,
electric field, materials, thicknesses of each layer, and carrier type. In this chapter, we
can surmise the carrier recombination zone time (t) briefly using the following
equation (5-4) where νd is the carrier drift velocity, and d is the sample thickness of
the organic layers. However, the νd is carrier drift velocity that acquires electric field
and the mobility of materials in equation (5-2).

𝑡=

𝑑
𝜈𝑑

(5-4)

t is the carrier recombination time which marks the arrival of carriers at the
recombination zone in EML using end of each HTL and ETL as reference and use the
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carrier mobility of each layers to do the calculation. The equation (5-4) defined actual
region of the recombination zone. Normally, electron injection and transport layers
have higher electric field than hole injection and transport layers which mean
electrons are transporting faster than holes. As shown in Figure 5.5, we used equation
(5-4) to obtain the carrier recombination time on the emissive layers and that indicate
the actual location of recombination zone as shown in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.5 Schematic representation of carrier recombination location on emissive
layers using equation (5-4) with Device C and this result is outlined in Table 5.3
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Table 5.3 The Color Coordinates of CIE with Different Emission Ratios of BUBD1(Blue) and DCJTB (Red) in WOLED and The Location of Recombination Zone
with Different Emission Ratios of BUBD-1(Blue) and DCJTB (Red)
Color coordinates of
CIE

Recombination
zone (nm)

of WOLED

BUBD-1/DCJTB

(Device A) 78% : 22%

(0.21, 0.33)

17.43 nm /1.15 nm

(Device B) 61% : 39%

(0.34, 0.40)

18.5 nm / 1.32 nm

(Device C) 46% : 54%

(0.46, 0.41)

19.27 nm / 1.41nm

(Device D) 31% : 69%

(0.54, 0.42)

19.88 nm /1.54 nm

Emission Ratio (%)
WOLED (BUBD-1 :DCJTB)

Figure 5.6 Shift of Recombination Zone in Emissive Layer of OLED with Different
the Thickness of ETL Emission Ratios of BUBD-1 and DCJTB

Table 5.3 demonstrates the color coordinates of CIE with different emission
ratios of BUBD-1 and DCJTB. As exhibited in Figure 5.6, the recombination zone is
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moved to cathode side when ETL thickness is increased. The corresponding regions
of recombination zone were marked and the approximate carrier recombination zone
was calculated according to the thicknesses of electron transport layer.

Figure 5.7The Plot of Recombination Zone(nm) vs CIE x axis by Increasing the ETL
(TPBi) Thickness(nm)
As described in Figure 5.7, we analyzed the correlation between the
recombination zone location and the CIE x axis. According to Figure 5.7, we derived
an empirical equation where 𝛼 indicated the CIE x axis, A is the constant, x is the
recombination zone location, and detl is the thickness of the electron transport layer.

α = A ∗ exp( − 𝑥/𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙 )

(5-5)

Figure 5.8 displays the color coordinates of CIE (Commission Internationale de
I’Éclairage)[131]. Thus, the emission ratio of BUBD-1 and DCJTB, the color
coordinates of devices A, B, C and D are located in white color.
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Figure 5.8 CIE Chromaticity Diagram along with the Location of WOLED Emission
Ratio

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we obtained a preliminary relationship between thickness of
electron/hole transport layer and ratio of two emission peaks. Also, the result shows
the correlation between the emission ratio of BUBD-1/DCJTB and color coordinates
of CIE in the emissive layer. The electron transport layer thickness is critical in the
empirical equation, Y = A ∗ exp( − 𝑥/𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙 ) . From these results, the equation can be
used to predict the emission ratio of WOLEDs. Therefore we can design the devices
with different emission ratio as desired and use proper quantity of the materials. This
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quantitative analysis of charge distribution would allow us to fabricate custom-built
WOLEDs in near future.
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Chapter 6 Enhancement of EQE and Reduction of Roll-off
in Blue Phosphorescent Organic Light Emitting Diodes
Using TCTA Inter-layer
6.1 Background
Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) can have all singlet and triplet
excitons generated and achieved 100% internal quantum efficiency (IQE) by
phosphorescent emitters [132-134]. However, to achieve 100% of IQE in OLEDs, it
requires a strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect. In fact, SOC effects are very weak
in organic molecules in which triplet excitons are not emissive, because the orbital
angular momentum coupling between singlet and triplet π- π* conjugated systems are
imperceptible. Therefore, the orbital momentum is partly quenched in organic dyes
[135-137] and the absence of heavy element (Ir, Pt) complexes which causes the
relaxation of multiple singlet and triplet spin selection rules[138,139] is another
reason. This work has started to develop since 1998 and it has been demonstrated
very high efficiency green and red PHOLEDs [140,141]. However, highly efficient
blue PHOLEDs are difficult to approach due to the wide energy gap of blue dopants,
which lead to insufficient carrier injections and exciton confinement[142,143].In the
many studies of PHOLEDs, there are many reported ways of improving the blue
emitting device efficiency and stabilizing the efficiency roll-off (the decrease of
efficiency with increasing current density)[145-150].In 2005, Y. Kawamura et la.
reported that the photoluminescence (PL) quantum efficiency could achieve roughly
100% by using blue dopant of Iridium (III) bis[(4,6-difluorophenyl)-pyridinato-N,C2’]
picolinate (FIrpic) doped into the large energy gap of N,N'-dicarbazolyl-3,5-benzene
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(mCP)[151]. Furthermore, the papers by X. Li[152] and D. Volyniuk[153] are also
very crucial since we employed Iridium (III) complexes as a blue dopant and similar
device structure, it demonstrated the relationship between organic molecular
structures and energy transfer to achieve high efficient blue OLED by using timedependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and effective intermolecular energy
transfer calculation, respectively. In this chapter, we investigated 2,9-dimethyl-4,7diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline

(BCP)

and

1,3,5-tris(N-phenylbenzimiazole-2-

yl)benzene (TPBi) as the electron transport layer (ETL) with a typical structure of
hole transport layer (HTL)/EML/ETL in OLEDs and utilized 4,4’,4’’-tris(carbazol-9yl)-triphenylamine (TCTA and mCP as inter-layer to optimize the device structure
improving EQE and to reduce roll-off properties of blue PHOLEDs.

6.2 Fabrication and Characterization of the Device
The blue PHOLED devices were fabricated by thermal evaporation under
high vacuum conditions of 5.0 × 10-7 Torr and composed of N, N’-diphenyl -N,N’bis(l-naphthyl-phenyl)-(l,l’-biphenyl)-4,4’ –diamine (NPB) (T1=2.3eV)[154] as a
HTL, and mCP (T1=2.73eV)[144]as a host material, FIrpic (T1=2.7eV)[155] as blue
dopant, TPBi (T1=2.73eV)[156] and BCP (T1=2.5eV)[157] as a ETL, and 8Hydroxyquinolinolato-lithium (Liq) as an electron injection layer (EIL), respectively.
Then the aluminum cathode electrode was deposited by thermal evaporation. Fig 6.1
shows the schematic structure of devices and the organic materials used in this study.
The electro-optical characteristics of the blue PHOLED devices were measured using
a Keithley 238 LMS PR-650 spectrophotometer, colorimeter and the IVL system.
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Electron mobility was measured by TOF-401, excitation laser type and wavelengths
are nitrogen and 337nm under 25℃.

Figure 6.1 Schematic Structure of Devices and Molecular Structures of Organic
Materials used
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6.3 Results and Discussion
Four types of blue OLEDs with different combination of BCP and TPBi in
ETL are summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 OLED Structures of Devices with Different Composition of BCP, TPBi in
ETL(*unit = Å)
HTL
Device A1

Device A2

Device A3

Device A4

NPB(600)

NPB(600)

NPB(600)

NPB(600)

EML

ETL

mCP:FIrpic – 7%
(300)

EIL

Cathode

Liq

Al

(20)

(800)

BCP (300)

mCP:FIrpic – 7%

BCP

TPBi

Liq

Al

(300)

(200)

(100)

(20)

(800)

mCP:FIrpic – 7%

BCP

TPBi

Liq

Al

(300)

(100)

(200)

(20)

(800)

Liq

Al

(20)

(800)

mCP:FIrpic – 7%
(300)

TPBi (300)

Device A-1 and, A-4 were fabricated using BCP or, TPBi as ETL, respectively,
device A-2 and, A-3 were composed from bi-layer of BCP and TPBi with different
thicknesses. In the energy diagram of Figure 6.2, devices A-2 and A-3 produce a
quantum well structure due to the low lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
energy level of BCP to trap the electrons and block the holes between mCP (host) and
TPBi (ETL). These two devices are demonstrated to have the property of a quantum
well structure in their ETL compared to the staircase structures of A-1 and A-4.
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Figure 6.2 Energy Band Diagrams of Blue PHOLED Devices A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4
The current density – voltage – luminance characteristics of the ‘A’ devices are
shown in Figure 6.3.The current density of the devices shows identical characteristics
due to one or two orders of magnitude higher in hole mobility than in the electron
mobility.

Figure 6.3 (a) Current Density–Voltage (J-V) (left) and (b)Luminance–Voltage (L-V)
(right) Characteristics of ‘A’ devices.
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Thus, electrically there are no differences on the devices (Figure 6.3 (a)). However,
the characteristics of luminance and efficiency show difference due to the charge
balance of electron mobility and the electron injection by the LUMO energy level of
ETL. Figure 6.3(b) indicates that more TBPi has greater luminance, regardless of
structure. It is attributed to faster electron mobility of TPBi and 0.23eV higher triplet
energy than BCP[157].

Figure 6.4 (a) Linear Luminous Efficiency as function of Current Density of Devices
(left) (b) Luminous Efficiency – Current Density (in log scale)
As shown in Figure 6.4 (a), compared to ETL, the best result of luminous efficiency
was 17.7 cd/A for the device A-4. However, Figure 6.4 (b) indicates the empirical
relation between ETL thickness and efficiency at a low current density in a
logarithmic scale. Aforementioned, device A-2 and A-3 formed quantum well
structures. These devices have displayed significantly higher efficiency at low current
density regions (below 3mA/cm2) as shown in Figure 6.4 (b). It shows the captured
electrons at the quantum well sites are efficiently recombined with a small amount of
holes at a low current density due to electron trapping. However, when electrons are
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saturated in the quantum well, the luminous efficiency would drop. In addition,
compared to devices A-2 and A-3, the efficiency of device A-3 was slightly higher
than A-2 which can be explained by the thickness of the quantum wall and electron
mobility of BCP (7-9 × 10-8 cm2/Vs)[158].

Figure 6.5 Normalized Electroluminescence (EL) Spectra of Devices A-1, A-2, A-3,
and A-4 at a Bias of 6V

As shown in Figure 6.5, the normalized electroluminescence (EL)spectra showed that
all devices are nearly identical i.e. varying the ETL does not affect the energy transfer
between host and dopant. This phenomenon occurs in an EML or recombination zone.
The presence of ETL influenced the balance of charge carriers in the devices, and it
increases electrons flow, independent of the mobility. Thus, since TPBi has more
electrons to provide to the holes than BCP, the device with TPBi improves the
efficiency. We can also anticipate that TPBi has better conductivity than BCP. On the
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base of the excellent TPBi properties of device A-4, we fabricated ‘B’ devices to
enhance fluorescence and phosphorescence by utilizing an inter-layer between HTL
and EML as shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 OLED Structures of Devices with Different Composition of TCTA, mCP as
Inter-layer(*unit = Å)

Device A-4

Device B-1

Device B-2

Device B-3

HTL

Inter layer

EML

ETL

EIL

metal

NPB(6

None

mCP:FIrpic(7%)

TPBi

Liq

Al

(300)

(300)

(20)

(800)

00)

NPB(5

TCTA

mCP:FIrpic(7%)

TPBi

Liq

Al

00)

(100)

(300)

(300)

(20)

(800)

NPB(4

TCTA

mCP:FIrpic(7%)

TPBi

Liq

Al

00)

(200)

(300)

(300)

(20)

(800)

NPB(4

TCTA

mCP

mCP:FIrpic(7%)

TPBi

Liq

Al

00)

(100)

(100)

(300)

(300)

(20)

(800)
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Figure 6.6 Energy Band Diagrams of Blue PHOLED Devices B-1, B-2, and B-3
By depositing a thin inter-layer of TCTA and mCP between the fluorescent and the
phosphorescent region, both singlet and triplet excitons are restrained efficiently
while charge carriers were still penetrate freely through this inter-layer.
To investigate the effects of ETL, the devices were fabricated with TPBi, BCP as an
ETL, as shown in Figure 6.2. The device A-4 has the most excellent results among
the group of device A. Three devices, B-1 to B-3introduced the inter-layer into the A4 structure as shown in Figure 6.6. To compare the OLEDs properties with different
inter-layer materials and thickness, 100Å and 200Å-thick of TCTA were deposited as
an inter-layer between HTL and EML i.e. device B-1, B-2, respectively. The interlayer of device B-3 is formed from 100 Å-thick TCTA and 100 Å undoped mCP. The
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current density and luminance as function of voltage of device A-4, B-1, B-2, and B3 are shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7 (a) Current Density–Voltage (J-V) (left) and (b) Luminance–Voltage (L-V)
(right) Characteristics of Device A-4, B-1, B-2, and B-3

As a HTL in the blue PHOLEDs, the NPB/TCTA should be more appropriate than
the NPB due to its larger triplet energy and lower energy band gap. As seen in Figure
6.7, we have found the rapidly increased current density from EML to HTL with the
introduction of the undoped mCP or TCTA layer. It is mainly the hole mobility of
NPB (8.8 × 10-4 cm2/Vs)[159] and TCTA (2.0 × 10-5 cm2/Vs)[160] which means the
drift velocity of holes in TCTA is lower than NPB. Hence, the lower transporting
speed of holes caused change in charge carrier concentration in a recombination zone
that affects the luminance and efficiency of the device. For this reason, the device
with thicker TCTA inter-layer exhibited the highest current density. As shown in
Figure 6.6, the devices B-2 and B-3 were both composed of the same thickness of
inter-layer but with different materials. The inter-layer of TCTA and mCP has a
comparable triplet energy, energy band gap, and charge carrier mobility that clarified
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the identical current density feature of devices B-2 and B-3. Therefore, the properties
of electro-optic rely on the thickness of an inter-layer.

Figure 6.8 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of Device A-4, B-1, B-2, and B-3
The application of an inter-layer showed remarkably enhanced results due to the
increase of excitons formation of as shown in Figure 6.8and well-balanced holes and
electrons. The device B-1 showed the best peak EQE value of 6.2% and device A-4
also exhibited an EQE value of 3.24% at 5.5V, respectively; it has improved by about
52% in EQE. The thickness of an inter-layer affects the efficiency of the devices as
seen in Figure 6.9;the roll-off characteristic of ‘B’ devices with 100Å and 200Å–
thick inter-layers displayed the difference between the highest efficiency and the
lowest efficiency are 37% and 52% respectively. As shown in Figure 6.9, there also
appeared rapidly dropped efficiency of device B-1 due to the high electron mobility
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of TCTA (10-8cm2/Vs)[146]. Hence, 52% of roll-off improvement occurs with device
B-2 which has 200Å-thick inter-layer.

Figure 6.9 Luminous Efficiency-Current Densities of ‘B’ Devices
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Figure 6.10 Normalized EL Spectra of Devices A-4 and ‘B’ Devices
As shown in Figure 6.10, we have observed that only inter-layer structure has an EL
peak at 420nm. This result can be explained in terms of electrons leakage
phenomenon due to the inter-layer that lowers the energy level. Moreover, the triplet
energy level of NPB is 2.3eV which is not high enough to block the excitons from the
inter-layer and EML, because the triplet energy levels of TCTA and mCP are 2.9eV
and 2.73eV, respectively. In addition, the inter-layer of TCTA and mCP has high
triplet energy that effectively block the diffusion of triplet exciton from Iridium (III)
bis[(4,6-difluorophenyl)-pyridinato-N,C2’] picolinate (FIrpic). Hence, the initial EL
peaks (468nm, 494nm) of FIrpic are strikingly improved. Aforementioned, the
phosphorescent molecules and polymers can be obtained close to 100% internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) since the emissive layer doped by heavy elements
complexes, such as those including Ir(III) and Pt(III) ions because the singlet and
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triplet states are mixed by effective spin-orbit coupling (SOC)[135-139]. The SOC
effects in Ir(III) are very significant and SOC calculations can uncover the
considerable difference in the phosphorescence lifetime compared to other heavy
elements complexes[162]. Thus, these theoretical methods can help to develop better
external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reduce the roll-off effects as well.
6.4 Summary
The improved external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reduced roll-off
properties

of

new

blue

PHOLEDs

with

the

structure

of

NPB/inter-

layer/mCP:FIrpic(7%)/ETL/Liq/Al were fabricated. According series of different
devices were fabricated with different thickness and materials of inter-layer and ETL.
A single layer of TCTA and a double layer of TCTA/mCP were compared as an
inter-layer, and the BCP and TPBi layers with different thickness combinations were
used as an ETL. Among the fabricated devices, the device B-2 with structure of ITO/
NPB (400Å)/ TCTA (200 Å)/ mCP:FIrpic (7%)(300 Å)/ TPBi (300 Å)/Liq (20 Å)/ Al
(800 Å) showed the best result. It had a 52% of roll-off improvement and the highest
efficiency and the lowest efficiency is at37% and 52%. The electroluminescent
spectra showed the triple peak emission at 420nm, 470nm, and 494nm, respectively.
Thus the blue PHOLED with emissive layer of mCP:FIrpic (7%), has remarkable
improvement of EQE and roll-off phenomenon in the device B-2 may be obtained
from the adoption of TCTA with high triplet energy and a proper thickness as an
inter-layer.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions
In this thesis, the main aim is to study the transport process in OLED with multirecombination zones. There are three milestones to achieve the aim; first, locate
recombination zone in OLED with a single emissive layer. This is to establish the
base line approach. Second, experimentally and theoretically quantify the charge
recombination ratio in OLED with multiple emission zones. Lastly, these works help
to establish a quantitative method in estimating the holes and electrons ratio of the
emission zones.
In addition, several OLED materials were being used to enhance external
quantum efficiency and to reduce roll-off phenomenon in blue phosphorescent OLED.
The first part of my studies focused on how to theoretically quantify the
emissive charge distribution ratio in OLEDs with multiple emissive layers by varying
the thickness of hole and electron transport layers. We fabricated a single doped blue
emissive layer with a single emissive layer generated the blue-green light using
BUBD-1 and Alq3 dopants. We then derive an empirical equation through using
analysis of fitted peaks with Gaussian distribution of the EL spectra and charge
carrier mobility.

Y = 𝑦0 + (

𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙
𝜋
2

𝑤∗√( )

(𝑅𝐵𝑈𝐵𝐷−1 −𝑑ℎ𝑡𝑙 ) 2

) ∗ exp(−2 ∗ (
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𝑤

) )

(7-1)

Where RBUBD-1 represents the emission ratio of BUBD-1, dhtl and detl are the thickness
of the hole/electron, and Y is the subtraction of Alq3 and BUBD-1 recombination
zone. y0, w are constants.
Based on this empirical relationship, we fabricated a multi-EML WOLED
which has blue and red fluorescent EML using BUBD-1 and DCJTB dopants. The EL
spectra of devices were fitted with Gaussian distributions to determine the charge
distribution and obtained a relationship between thickness of HTL/ETL and ratio of
two emission peaks. According to the correlation with the position of recombination
zone and CIE x-axis by increasing the ETL thickness, we derived an empirical
equation where 𝛼 indicated the CIE x-axis, A is the constant, x is the recombination
zone location, and detl is the thickness of the electron transport layer.
α = A ∗ exp( − 𝑥/𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑙 )

(7-2)

From this result, we have obtained a base line of the emission ratio of WOLEDs and
therefore can design devices with different emission ratio, as desired.
There are various methods of improving the blue emitting device EQE and
reducing the efficiency roll-off such as a rough surface produced by sandblasting
[163], using both fluorescent and phosphorescent emitters so-called hybrid. Finally,
the last part of this study was using TCTA and mCP as inter-layer to optimize the
device structure improving EQE and to reduce roll-off properties of blue PHOLEDs.
The blue PHOLED with emissive layer of mCP:FIrpic (7%), has remarkable
improvement of EQE and roll-off phenomenon in the device B-2 with structure of
ITO/ NPB (400Å)/ TCTA (200 Å)/ mCP:FIrpic (7%)(300 Å)/ TPBi (300 Å)/Liq (20
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Å)/ Al (800 Å) may be obtained from the adoption of TCTA with high triplet energy
and a proper thickness as an inter-layer.

A series of different devices were fabricated with different thickness and materials of
inter-layer and ETL. Single layer of TCTA and double layer of TCTA/mCP were
compared as an inter-layer. The best result was using a single TCTA (200Å). It had a
63% of roll off improvement and the highest efficiency and the lowest efficiency is at
37% and 52% due to high triplet energy of TCTA and a proper thickness as an interlayer.

Research in charge distribution in multi-emissive layer OLED is still active,
both from a desire for application in optimizing organic electronic devices and
fundamental comprehension. For improving the empirical equations, we still need to
employ more various organic materials and apply the empirical equations to
compensate the defects experimentally and theoretically.
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